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Book Descriptions:

calumet litelink manual

With the Calumet LiteLink Radio Trigger system you can free yourself from sync cables too! Because
LiteLink is a radio transmittor, rather than IR, it allows for triggering around corners or through
walls and is not affected by high ambient light situations. Choose from four individual channels, each
providing a unique ID for different flash devices or combine them to trigger all equipment within a
given setup or studio. Each unit can be used as either a transmitter or receiver and operates off of
two AAA batteries. LiteLink Set of 2 CE1560 They feature extremely strong housing and steel
bayonettype mounts for quick, positive mounting. The inner steel ring provides additional durability
for frequent reflector changes. From studio sets to location sites, Calumet’s comprehensive system
of accessories can handle any situation or assignment. New York, NY 10011Page 3 Control Panel
Guide Connecting and Using Your Travelite. Rear Control Panel Operating Your TravelitePage 4
Flash Power Control Changing the Modeling Lamp. Page 5 Accessories Accessories. LiteLink Radio
Trigger System ReflectorsPage 6 Specifications. That horrible I shoot with Even so I almost always
use the IR Imagine my surprise when Calumets Stephen Freedman showed me the brandnew
Calumet has always been good at finding just The LiteLink looks for all the world just Flip the switch
and its Certainly handy, and this turns a four LiteLink Use one in your cameras hot shoe If your
needs are triggering strobes in crowded locations, or triggering your This is great because it makes
every LiteLink For studio shooting, however, Each LiteLink unit uses a pair of AAA batteries, and
Calumet claims a healthy Youll need it if youre like me and accidentally Each LiteLink comes with a
nice A PC to mini plug connection makes it easy A small metal shoe unit and a clever bungee
LiteLinks claim a working range of 300 ft, which is plenty for studio
work.http://nestuby.com/userfiles/cadillac-jack-manuals.xml

calumet litelink manual, calumet litelink manual pdf, calumet litelink manuals,
calumet litelink manual download, calumet litelink manual free.

Calumet has done a great job stripping down the modern radio remote into the While the LiteLinks
lack the Going wireless is no longer a complicated or expensive For more information, visit Calumet
Photographics website at www.calumetphoto.com. Page Count 6 V alley Parkway 7607376002 Los
Angeles, CA 90038 1135 N. Highland 3234661238 USER GUIDE Introduction Safety Notes Dear V
alued Customer, Thank you for choosing the Calumet T ravelite professional flash system. Accurate,
er gonomic, powerful and simple to use, the T ravelite was designed by working closely with
photographers to develop a flash that meets the high standards demanded in pr ofessional studios
today. For details of all related pr oducts, please call 1800CALUMET 2258638, contact your local
Calumet retail center or visit calumetphoto.com. In order to obtain the full benefit fr om your
purchase, please take a few moments to familiarize yourself with this user manual. Thank you,
Calumet Photographic Method B may be found useful if the light is requir ed to point down.T o
mount, slide the neck of the reflector over the front of the unit. Align the thr ee pegs on the reflector
with the three slots in the retaining ring. Pr ess down and tur n clockwise to lock. T o remove
reflector, pull back reflector release page 4, turn the reflector fully anticlockwise and withdraw.
NOTE T ake car e when mounting and r emoving reflectors not to damage the flashtube assembly.
The flash tube is very delicate, avoid unnecessary handling of the glass tube. Always switch the unit
off and disconnect fr om power supply before fitting and changing reflectors.With the switch set to
center, the modeling light stays on all the time. With the switch set in the lower position, the lamp
will go out when the unit is flashed and come back on when the unit comes to ready. This enables
the photographer to see from the camera position that all T ravelite units in use have fir
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ed.http://www.laros.cz/UserFiles/how-to-drive-a-manual-shift-vehicle.xml

With the switch in the upper position, the lamp is proportional to flash output, while in the lower
position, the lamps stay at full output r egardless of power setting selected. Changing the Fuse The
modeling and flash circuitry is pr otected by a single 10amp fuse mounted on the rear panel. Never
replace the fuse with one of a dif ferent rating. As the fuse may blow when the modeling lamp fails,
always check the fuse when replacing the bulb. A spar e fuse is supplied in the fuse holder. Always
switch the unit and disconnect the T ravelite unit from the power supply before changing the bulb or
fuse. The maximum power available depends upon the model See specification table and is denoted
by the number 6 on the control panel. The power settings are denoted in 13stops. The numeric
divisions indicate fullstop divisions. When switched on from either AC or battery supply, the unit will
charge. Once the unit has char ged to the desired power level, the gr een flashready lamp will
illuminate indicating that the unit is ready to fire. NOTE If the unit is subjected to rapid operation
over extended periods, it may automatically go into an overheat condition. In this condition, the
flashr eady lamp will illuminate to indicate the presence of power, while the charging and modeling
functions are disabled in order to allow the unit to cool. The unit will automatically resume operation
once cooled suf ficiently. In an overheat condition, the unit will typically take 15 minutes to cool
down. By switching the unit off and then on again after appr oximately 5 minutes, the unit can be r
eactivated in order to get a few extra shots if needed. Synchronization Ther e ar e several ways to
trigger your T ravelite Open Flash For testing or multipleflash applications the openflash button can
be used. T wo T ravelites may be connected together using a Y connector. An Infrared receiver or
flash slave may also be plugged into this socket.

Builtin Photocell The T ravelite has a builtin switchable photocell enabling the unit to be trigger ed
by the flash from any other flash unit or a small camera mounted flash gun. It is mounted behind the
r ed transpar ent cover on the top of the unit. Flash Power Control Switch off T ravelite and
disconnect from the power supply. Screw modeling lamp into ES lampholder in the center of the
reflector. Allow lamp to cool before removing. NOTE I t is r ecommended that a Photoflood or
Halostar bulb with a maximum wattage of 275 watts is used. The manufacturer will not accept
liability on the use of any lamp with a gr eater wattage than 275. Remove the protective cap and
unwind the twisted trigger wire fr om the flash tube support. Gently pull the flash tube assembly out
of the unit. T o replace the assembly, hold the flash tube as shown and taking car e to suppor t both
legs of the tube, gently but firmly, push the flash tube into position, and wind the trigger wire ar
ound the flash tube support. Always replace with the corr ect flash tube assembly UV Coated
BW1498 Clear BW1499 Changing the Modeling Lamp Thanks to this handy battery pack, your
Calumet T ravelite can leave the studio to go on location anytime, anywhere. T ravelPak CE1107
Also available for the Calumet T ravelPak T ravelPak Booster Battery CE1109 T ravelPaktoT ravelite
Spare Cable CE1111 Universal 2Amp SLA Charger CE1108 LiteLink Radio T rigger System With the
T ravelite you are free fr om AC power cables. With the Calumet LiteLink Radio T rigger system you
can free yourself fr om sync cables too. This multifunctional device can be used to trigger flash units,
film and digital cameras and light meters up to 300 away. Because LiteLink is a radio transmittor,
rather than IR, it allows for triggering around corners or through walls and is not affected by high
ambient light situations.

Choose from four individual channels, each pr oviding a unique ID for differ ent flash devices or
combine them to trigger all equipment within a given setup or studio. Because of its lowvoltage
operation, it is perfect for digital cameras. Each unit can be used as either a transmitter or receiver
and operates of f of two AAA batteries. They feature extremely str ong housing and steel
bayonettype mounts for quick, positive mounting. The inner steel ring provides additional durability
for fr equent reflector changes. From studio sets to location sites, Calumet’ s comprehensive system
of accessories can handle any situation or assignment. V isit calumetphoto.com for the widest range
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of photographic lighting accessories. We delete comments that violate our policy, which we
encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Calumet
Focus, Winter 2011 Published on Oct 28, 2011 The Winter 2011 edition of the Calumet Focus
magazine from Calumet Photographic. For Connecting and Using Your Travelite details of all related
products, please call 1800CALUMET 2258638, contact your local Calumet retail center or visit
calumetphoto.com. The maximum power Switch off Travelite and disconnect from the power supply.
Screw modeling lamp into ES lampholder in the available depends upon the model See specification
table and is denoted by the number 6 on the control center of the reflector. They feature LiteLink
Radio Trigger System extremely strong housing and steel bayonettype mounts for quick, positive
mounting. From studio sets to location sites, With the Travelite you are free from AC power cables.
Popular Photography may receive financial compensation for products purchased through this site. A
Bonnier Corporation Company. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without
permission is prohibited. Bonnier Corporation. I see lots of possitive comments on the Pocket
Wizards. They look to have virtually the same specifications.

The Litelinks look to be a bit smaller too. Thanks, DanThey have a coffee table book called Pictures
We Took Just to Use Up the Rest of the Film.You seem to be the only one here in the forums that has
experiance with them. Dan Bill WantzThey have a coffee table book called Pictures We Took Just to
Use Up the Rest of the Film.Only drga is the plastic hotshoes are kind of cheap and of the 4 I got
only 2 reliably work in the hotshoe but theyre all TRANSCEIVERS Like the Quantum Freewire so
one set of 4 can do practically anything!! Ill be using it on my 1D to trigger 550EX flash some of the
time and strobes other times. Dan Jay AbendOnly drga is the plastic hotshoes are kind of cheap and
of the 4 IThey have a coffee table book called Pictures We Took Just to Use Up the Rest of the
Film.They have a coffee table book called Pictures We Took Just to Use Up the Rest of the Film.They
have a coffee table book called Pictures We Took Just to Use Up the Rest of the Film.I assume there
are no cables available at retail. Anyone know more about cables and how to get a litelink setup for
use with a 550ex. Clearly some folks are doing it but its not obvious how. Calumet had the litelinks
backordered and would not get them in when I needed them. I ended up getting Canons STE2 to fire
the 550 and 420. It works really well and also helps the autofocus too. I will be getting the litelinks
to fire my strobes though. Dan santaI assume there areAnyone know more about cables andClearly
someThey have a coffee table book called Pictures We Took Just to Use Up the Rest of the Film.I will
be getting the litelinks to fire my strobes though. Dan santaI assume there areAnyone know more
about cables andClearly someMichael We should see more threads resurected and fewer new
threads each day, but we dont. Im putting toether some lighting and in the midst of my 550s or Alien
Bees, Pocket Wizard or STN, stage.

The litelinks looked interesting but even Calumet doesnt know how to connect them to a 550 so for
me its down to 550s or Alien bees or a combination with Pocket Wizards, most likely. This is for
events, including weddings and needs to be flexible and portable. I am thinking one alien bee with
an umbrella, and two 550s on a bracket on my camera, all driven by Pocket Wizards to get around
the narrow angle that the STN demands.I will be getting the litelinks to fire my strobes though. Dan
santaI assume there areAnyone know more about cables andClearly somePut the 550 in the shoe
then run a PC cord with a miniphone plug for the Pocket Wizard, or whatever is needed for the
Calumet to the remote control receiver unit. No sweat, takes about a minute. However, you have to
remember the 550 will be in manual mode with this setup. The ones I found had plastic there. I did a
search before posting the original thread but could not findmuch on the Litelinks.Seems it would be
difficult to control the amount of light. Using the STE2 and two 500s, youll have better lighting
balance. You can also put one or both of the 550s on light stands. Dan santaIm putting toether someI
am thinking one alien bee with anI will be getting the litelinks to fire my strobes though. Dan santaI
assume there areAnyone know more about cables andClearly someThey have a coffee table book
called Pictures We Took Just to Use Up the Rest of the Film.Calumet LitelinkI see lots of possitive



commentsThanks, DanThey have a coffee table book calledRead our full review to see why its got the
best autofocus system weve ever seen. 707 Olympus OMD EM10 Mark IV initial review first
impressions Aug 4, 2020 at 0600 The Olympus OMD EM10 IV is the companys entrylevel
DSLRshaped mirrorless camera. While it has a higher resolution sensor and new processor, its
biggest focus is on selfies. 2251 Sony a7S III initial review Jul 28, 2020 at 1400 The Sony a7S III is a
12MP fullframe camera primarily designed with video in mind.

We take a look beyond the specs to see what it offers to filmmakers. 1606 Olympus OMD EM1 Mark
III review review Jul 27, 2020 at 1450 The Olympus OMD EM1 Mark III is our favorite Micro Four
Thirds camera for stills shooters to date. In this roundup we take a look at four travel tripods and
pick our favorite. In our latest buying guide weve selected some cameras that might be a bit older
but still offer a lot of bang for the buck. These midrange cameras should have capable autofocus
systems, lots of direct controls and the latest sensors offering great image quality. Best cameras for
sports and action Aug 11, 2020 at 0146 Whats the best camera for shooting sports and action. Fast
continuous shooting, reliable autofocus and great battery life are just three of the most important
factors. In this buying guide weve roundedup several great cameras for shooting sports and action,
and recommended the best. Best enthusiast long zoom cameras Jul 16, 2020 at 2329 Longzoom
compacts fill the gap between pocketable cameras and interchangeable lens models with expensive
lenses, offering a great combination of lens reach and portability. Read on to learn about our
favorite enthusiast long zoom cameras. A softbox or an umbrella. Browse used lighting studio and
stage equipment for photo shoots and live performances. Whether youre a seasoned photographer or
an upandcoming moviemaker, consider used lighting gear to get the most out of your budget.
Common examples of mounted studio lighting equipment include panels, spots, and boxes. Used ring
lights and flashes that attach directly onto cameras for handsfree lighting are other options. These
options work well for shooting on location or on the move. Telescopic light poles make moving and
adjusting fixtures simple. Poles with balance balls at the grip ends are handy choices that allow you
to shift the weight from place to place for comfort and support while working on the move.

Other options, such as used light stands and booms, help keep fixtures in stationary positions. While
not all light stands have boom arms, those that do offer increased height and range of positions.
Consider used backgrounds and accessories to spice up your photos. Products include both
background fabric and stands, which can be purchased separately if you merely want a new color or
pattern. You can buy a receiver that triggers flashes and other lighting equipment to activate at
specific times. These options allow you to automatically operate multiple devices at the same time.
Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. For ConnectinThe center position is
off.Screw modeling lamp into ES lampholder in the available depends upon the model See
specification table and is denoted by the number 6 on the control center of the reflector. Allow lamp
to cool before removing. panel. The power settings are denoted in 13stops. The numeric divisions
indicatThey feature LiteLink Radio Trigger System extremely strong housing and steel bayonettype
mounts for quick, positive mounting. The inner steel With the Travelite you are free from AC power
cables.From studio sets to location sites, Calumet’s comprehensive system of ac. Facebook
www.samanthaphotography.com All photos by Samantha Oulavong and her students, who are kids
from different 3rd world countries. More info Homepage; On facebook SamanthaUs midwesterners
got snowed in today. After spending what felt like an eternity shoveling snow out of my drive way I
thought I do a quick snap shot to share with you that Ive been blogged. It was a very personal blog
where I poured my heart and soul into the responses. Layout design inspired by the talented and
great friend Karleen Su of Pink Peony Photography.Photographer Todd Lawrence of Todd Lawrence
Photography Edited by Samantha I had the honor of being photographed by the legendary
commercial photographer Marc Hauser of Marc Hauser Photography.

Now I can say, I have something in common with Sophia Loren, Woody Allen, Sinead OConnor,



Michael Jordan, and Jim Morrisson of The Doors just to name a few;. Serendipity or God.either way,
theres a reason Marc was brought into my life. When I was an undergrad or maybe just started grad
school, I came across a picture of a Navajo grandmother with her grand daughter. The photo of the
grandmother and her grand daughter had me imagined what a photo of me and my grandmother
might have looked like if she was to be alive and if I was that young. The shape of their faces
reminded me of myself, my mother and my grandmother. He photographed me yesterday in his
studio and it brighten my winter and my holiday spirit.Now I can say, I have something in common
with Sophia Loren, Woody Allen, Sinead OConnor, Michael Jordan, and Jim Morrisson of The Doors
just to name a few; Serendipity or God.either way, theres a reason Marc was brought into my life.
He photographed me yesterday in his studio and it brighten my winter and my holiday spirit. Happy
holidays to you and yours. I was walking on pins and needles when this photo was taken. By using
this site, you agree to our use of cookies and our Privacy Policy. I took a bunch of shots yesterday
that came out great. The light was just right becasue I had the flash powered down to 3. THEN this
morning I turned everything on with the EXACT SAME SET UP.Like my flash wasnt firing at full
power. I changed my configuartion and used a cord to attach my flash and the pictures were great
again. But I went back to the litelink and they are dark. I know it worked yesterday and I didnt
change ANYTHING. What could it be I hope somebody can help me. Thanks! New girl! LIKES 0 It
was firing the preflash that master flashes fire. So I put it back on slave and VIOLA. I Just wanted to
share.COOKIES DISCLAIMER This website uses cookies to improve your user experience. By using
this site, you agree to our use of cookies and to our privacy policy.

Privacy policy and cookie usage info. Professionals, hobbyists, newbies and those who dont even own
a camera all are welcome regardless of skill, favourite brand, gear, gender or age. Registering and
usage is free. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Right now I have a Canon 420 EX which has been reliable in terms of not
breaking down knock on wood, but my results have usually been pretty horrible not the flashs fault. I
realize that I have a lot to learn about flash photography both oncamera as well as offcamera, but Im
giving serious consideration to buying a wireless system. Ive done some searching for input on the
Calumet system and have come up empty. Pocket Wizards seem to be the way to go, but they are
simply out of my price range. The Calumet system seems to fall in the middle. Im not setting up a
studio; this would be for portable use. Are there other systems that have a decent range at least 20
feet without a lineofsight limitation and are reliable. Also, I was considering buying at least one
nonCanon flash to use with the wireless system as it seems cheaper than buying a Canon 580 EX
which has onboard manual controls. Are there any problems with mixing systems like thatThey are
considerably less expensive than the pocket wizards. They are a bit dated and bulky, but I hear they
work rather well. You just have to be sure to get the same CHANNEL receivers and transmitters. I
have seen some used units on bhphoto.com and adorama in the past. They appear extremely reliable
with no sight limitations. I am wondering the same thing.As long as its not on my cameras hot shoe. I
dont see why not, but I wanted to ask anyways. thanks.I just discovered this site and so far its
awesome. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.

Register a free business account Full content visible, double tap to read brief content. Please try
your search again later.Our latest generation of the selfcontained Travelites incorporate the
convenient features of their predecessors along with the best of wireless technology. Both the 375r
and 750r Travelites are equipped with slots to accept optional LiteLink and Pocket Wizard radio
receiver cards that eliminate the need for a temperamental PC connection cable. The 375ws
monolight has a Guide Number of 220. No more tripping over sync cords or dangling radio slaves.
There are several ways to trigger your Travelite Open Flash For testing or multipleflash
applications. Builtin Photocell builtin switchable photocell enabling the unit to be triggered by the
flash from any other flash unit or a small camera mounted flash gun. The new Travelites feature a



radio enable triggering option with the Radio Frequency RF Card Module The Travelite unit can be
triggered wirelessly by purchasing and installing either a Calumet LiteLink Radio Trigger Card Kit
CE1561 or Calumet Radio Card Kit for PocketWizard CE1563 and using their respective trigger unit.
Kits include one radio trigger card and one plugin antenna. Please note Travelites should not be
used with international power converters or generators.INSSTRO Next page Upload your video
Video Customer Review Take and Make Great Photography Dark, moody and sinister, Film Noir. See
full review Adorama Onsite Associates Program To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Lastmanuals provides you a fast and easy access to the user manual CALUMET
PHOTOGRAPHIC TRAVELITE. We hope that this CALUMET PHOTOGRAPHIC TRAVELITE user
guide will be useful to you. Changing the Modeling Lamp.

Switch off Travelite and disconnect from the power supply. NOTE It is recommended that a
Photoflood or Halostar bulb with a maximum wattage of 275 watts is used. The manufacturer will
not accept liability on the use of any lamp with a greater wattage than 275. Changing the Fuse. The
modeling and flash circuitry is protected by a single 10amp fuse mounted on the rear panel. Always
switch the unit and disconnect the Travelite unit from the power supply before changing the bulb or
fuse. Modeling Lamp Controls. With the modeling lamp control switch see Rear Control Panel, page
4 in the upper position the modeling light is off. With the switch set to center, the modeling light
stays on all the time. This enables the photographer to see from the camera position that all
Travelite units in use have fired. With the switch in the upper position, the lamp is proportional to
flash output, while in the lower position, the lamps stay at full output regardless of power setting
selected. Remove the protective cap and unwind the twisted trigger wire from the flash tube
support. To replace the assembly, hold the flash tube as shown and taking care to support both legs
of the tube, gently but firmly, push the flash tube into position, and wind the trigger wire around the
flash tube support. Always replace with the correct flash tube assembly UVCoated BW1498 Clear
BW1499. Changing the Flash Tube. Synchronization. There are several ways to trigger your
Travelite. Open Flash For testing or multipleflash applications the openflash button can be used.
Two Travelites may be connected together using a Y connector. Each unit can be used as either a
transmitter or receiver and operates off of two AAA batteries. LiteLink Set of 2 CE1560. Reflectors.
Calumets lightcontrol reflectors are built to withstand many years of rigorous, daily use.

In any way cant Lastmanuals be held responsible if the document you are looking for is not available,
incomplete, in a different language than yours, or if the model or language do not match the
description. Lastmanuals, for instance, does not offer a translation service.


